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PREFACE

Being a pale-skinned, red-haired, Irish-English descendant, I am often questioned 

by people about my fascination with East Asian culture and history. I tend to respond to 

their inquiries as simply as possible. For me, the histories of countries such as Japan are 

intriguing because they are so unique from those of western civilization. Studying the 

stories of places far removed from the culture I come from has helped me to understand 

and appreciate the differences between the United States and the rest of the world. The 

interest that I developed in East Asian history has grown, over time, into a captivation 

with the experiences of Asian Americans. The hardship, sacrifice, and diligence of these 

people are truly some of the richest stories in American history.

I first came across George Oiye while on the internet. I was interested in studying 

the Japanese American experience in Montana during World War II, so I typed in a few 

search terms, including “Japanese American,” “World War II,” and “Montana.” One of 

the first web pages I came across was a brief interview with George. It told of his 

experiences in Dachau and mentioned that he spoke with a soft Montana twang (whatever 

that is!). From there, I discovered other internet sites about George and decided to pursue 

his story as a thesis topic. I found his phone number, nervously called him, and asked if I 

could interview him in person. He was, of course, very hospitable and welcomed me into 

his home. The only problem was that he lived in San Jose, California. When I made the 

decision to take the trip to California and interview George, I knew from that point on that 

I would try to do my best to tell his story as completely and accurately as possible. I hope 

that I have succeeded.

There are several people who I would like to acknowledge who assisted or 
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supported me in this project. Without them, this thesis would not have done justice to the 

story of George Oiye. I would like to thank Peggy Oiye Ito, for candidly sharing the 

experiences of her life with me; Dr. Susumu Ito, for eloquently responding to various 

questions about George and himself; Robin Sorensen, the curator of the Headwaters 

Heritage Museum in Three Forks, Montana, for graciously giving me access to crucial 

documents about George that played a fundamental role in this work; Vanessa Pallister, 

my sister-in-law, for her beautiful artwork that perfectly captures the image of George and 

the essence of his story; Dr. Erik Pratt, for his thorough examinations of this paper and 

insightful critiques.

I would also like to acknowledge Dr. David Messenger, who delved deeply into 

this work and posed many critical questions that helped shape the story. He also willingly 

escorted me all the way to Calgary, Canada, to share George’s story, an experience for 

which I am very grateful. Dr. Messenger’s support and guidance was extremely valuable 

in the formation of this thesis and is greatly appreciated.

This thesis would most certainly never have been written if not for the inspiration 

of Dr. Robert Swartout. Were it not for the deep love for Asian history that he helped 

instill in me, I most definitely would not have pursued this project. Since the moment that 

I mentioned the possibility of writing about George Oiye, Dr. Swartout has been 

extremely supportive. As the research and writing became more intense, his reassurance 

and guidance were of unbelievable importance. He has had a profound impact not only on 

this thesis, but on my life.

I would especially like to acknowledge my wife, Meghan, and my sons, Jayden and 

Hunter. They patiently endured my long hours of research and writing, all the while 

expressing their love and support. Meghan, as always, was my source of stability. She 

listened intently as I complained about writer’s block or excitedly described a new 

discovery. She expressed an interest in what I was doing and encouraged me throughout
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the project. Meghan always recognized how important this thesis was to me, and I thank 

her for her love and under standing.

Finally, and most importantly, I would like to thank George Oiye. He graciously 

accepted me into his home and happily spent an entire day answering a variety of 

questions about his life. He also provided me with key sources, wonderful photographs, 

and answered numerous follow-up questions from me through email. His respect for my 

project has been gratifying, and I hope that I have done his story justice. I would also like 

to thank George for providing me with such a wonderful topic. His life has inspired me in 

many ways and helped me understand how important Japanese Americans are in the 

history of America. Their stories will always hold an important place in my heart.
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INTRODUCTION:

REDEFINING THE “AMERICAN SOLDIER”

The Vosges Mountains of France were a gloomy place to be in October 1944.

The thick pine trees and intermittent fog blocked most of the sunlight, while the steady, 

soaking rains muddied the terrain and brought a lasting chill to the air. For the soldiers 

fighting through the region, dry feet seemed a luxury long forgotten. But the men of the 

442nd Regimental Combat Team had more important things to worry about than the harsh 

environment and difficult terrain. Hidden in the thick brush and behind the pines were 

Germans. They had quick-firing machine guns, tanks, mine fields, and artillery. However, 

the most formidable foe proved to be the giant pine trees. When hit with German artillery, 

both shell and tree would explode, emitting a lethal shower of metal and wood.1 This was 

the precarious situation that the men of the 442nd faced.

On one of those days in late October, a patrol of 442nd soldiers was making its way 

through one of the many forested regions of the Vosges. With the enemy close, the 

group’s leader, a young staff sergeant, halted his men and awaited orders from the 

company commander. In the meantime, he tried to locate his position on a map. It was 

while immersed in this difficult task that he noticed the tank. It was moving away, over a 

ridge, but its large gun was fixed directly upon him and his men. The flash of fire and the 

smack of the 88 mm shell into the tree next to the soldiers seemed instantaneous. The 

men did not have time to take cover.2

Facing death was an experience shared by thousands of American soldiers during 

World War II. Each story is significant in its own way, helping us broaden our
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understanding of the war while fashioning an image of the “American soldier” in our 

minds. What exactly is this image? Upon reading the above paragraph, many would 

assume that the young staff sergeant and his men were of Caucasian descent. The Allied 

heroes of World War II are seldom portrayed otherwise. However, the soldiers of the 

442nd were small in stature, dark-skinned, and brown-eyed. They were Americans of 

Japanese ancestry, and they fought with a vigor that earned the 442nd the reputation as the 

most elite American fighting force of its size in history.3 These men were forced to fight 

in segregated units because they were viewed with suspicion and distrust by their fellow 

countrymen. While they died on the battlefield for their nation, many of their parents and 

families were imprisoned in concentration camps on American soil. Their battle, therefore, 

was both at home and abroad. Amidst racism and discrimination, they volunteered to 

defend their country, earning more decorations than any other soldiers in American 

history.4 In doing so, they proved to the world that they were Americans in the truest 

sense. Their stories exist as shining examples of devotion and sacrifice, proving that 

heroism is a virtue that transcends all races and redefining the traditional image of the 

“American Soldier.” Staff Sergeant George Oiye, the same young soldier who had stared 

down the barrel of a German tank in the Vosges Mountains, was one of those valiant 

Nisei* who proved his worth by fighting so bravely for the country he loved.

By emphasizing the individual experiences of George (or other Japanese-American 

soldiers) before, during, and after the war, one may gain a clearer understanding of the 

courage and perseverance that Japanese Americans exhibited in the face of adversity. But 

there is another important reason for telling George’s story. His journey as a Nisei from 

small-town Montana to the battlefields of Europe transformed his sense of identity and

’The Japanese term Nisei refers to second-generation Japanese Americans. See 
the Encyclopedia of Japanese American History, updated ed. (Los Angeles: Japanese 
American National Museum, 2001), 310.
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made him realize exactly what it means to be an American. Thus, the story of his life 

serves not only to redefine the image of the American Soldier, but also the American 

citizen.

George was lucky that day in France. When the 88mm shell hit the tree, it did not 

explode. As the men dove for cover, the shell whizzed down the tree’s trunk and onto the 

ground next to them. It spun violently in place while they watched in astonishment. Then, 

it lay still. The armor-piercing shell should have killed them all, but miraculously, no one 

was hurt.5 George’s life was spared and he would continue the fight. But Japanese 

Americans like him were accustomed to struggle and adversity. Their battle had begun 

decades earlier, when waves of Japanese immigrants flocked to America to fulfil their 

dreams in a land of opportunity.
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CHAPTER 1

THE RISING SUN IN THE BIG SKY

In 1868, Japan began a process of rapid modernization in order to increase its 

industrial output and strengthen its military capabilities. The desire of the nation to 

compete as a world power under the new emperor, Meiji, spurred the country into a new 

epoch. In just three decades, Japan was transformed from a feudal society into a capitalist 

state, and its newfound economic and military prominence was recognized by the global 

community. Such rapid and drastic change relied heavily upon taxes, and roughly eighty 

percent of that burden fell to the peasant class. Most Japanese peasants were farmers who 

proved unable to cope with the high taxes and fluctuating markets of Meiji Japan. 

Agricultural production remained relatively primitive and unchanged in comparison with 

other industries, and farmers seemed caught in a cycle of perpetual poverty. The 

multitude of small, family-owned farms hindered the growth of larger, more efficient ones 

and tenancy rates rose over time as farmers sold off their lands to relieve their debts.1

While a variety of reasons compelled Japanese to leave their homeland, the 

devastating agricultural situation undoubtedly induced many to flee. By the turn of the 

century, thousands of Japanese had made their way to Hawaii or the western United 

States. Most came from the island of Kyushu in southern Japan, where the growing 

population and increasing poverty were especially problematic.2 Immigrants first 

journeyed to the Hawaiian islands, working predominantly as plantation laborers. Soon, 

mainland labor contractors seduced many Japanese workers to migrate to the contiguous 

states, where wages were higher but, unfortunately, anti-Japanese sentiment was more 

fervent. Those who made the voyage took residence primarily in the West Coast states,
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and many initially found jobs in agriculture.3

Anti-Japanese feelings spread rapidly throughout the Western states in the first 

decade of the twentieth century. Public opinion in California urged state politicians to 

remedy the “Japanese invasion,” culminating in the passage of segregationist legislation.4 

Like the Chinese, who were prevented from immigrating to America with the passage of 

the Chinese Exclusion Act in 1882, the Japanese quickly felt the sting of American 

prejudice. In order to ease the tensions that had developed concerning the immigration 

issue, President Theodore Roosevelt used an executive order in 1907 to bar Japanese 

immigration to America from Hawaii, Canada, and Mexico. The following year, after a 

series of notes were exchanged between the American and Japanese governments, the so- 

called Gentlemen’s Agreement was reached. Japan agreed to stop issuing passports to 

laborers, although certain ambiguities within the agreement allowed some Japanese to 

continue immigrating. Japanese males who left the United States to get married in Japan 

were allowed to re-emigrate, while others simply married by proxy and sent away for 

Japanese wives whom they knew only by picture.5 However, despite certain loopholes, 

the agreement drastically reduced Japanese immigration to America.

As rumors of an upcoming ban on immigration surfaced in Japan in the years 

preceding the Gentlemen’s Agreement, Japanese citizens rushed to enter America. In 

1907, 30,824 Japanese set sail for the United States, more than twice as many as the year 

before. Another 16,418 came in 1908 before the agreement formally took effect. 

Immigration dropped to 3,275 in 1909, and would only exceed 10,000 twice in the years 

leading up to 1924, when immigration from Japan was halted all together with the passage 

of the Immigration Act.6
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For Jengoro Oiye,* a teenaged farmer from Kyushu, America seemed like a place 

of unlimited opportunity. Many Japanese shared this vision, viewing the United States as 

“the land of money trees,”a utopian world where riches were bountiful and easily 

acquired.7 Unfortunately, those romantic notions proved untrue for most Japanese, who 

dealt with low pay, long work days, and, perhaps worst of all, societal rejection. One 

Japanese-American farmer, after experiencing the reality of life in America, expressed his 

frustrations in poetry:

A wasted grassland 
Turned to fertile fields by sweat 

Of Cultivation:
But I, made dry and fallow 

By tolerating insults?

Despite the potential hardships of life in the United States, Jengoro decided to 

immigrate to America as part of the last great influx of Japanese hopefuls in the final few 

years preceding the Gentlemen’s Agreement. Jengoro and his contemporaries were 

dubbed Issei,** and they served as the foundation for generations of Japanese Americans. 

However, for many Issei, America was not meant to be a permanent home. Indeed, 

Jengoro hoped that his strong work ethic and diligence would help him accumulate 

enough money to return to Japan and live in comfort.

Before immigrants could leave Japan in search of “money trees,” they had to 

acquire passports and other necessary paperwork. Many did this legally, but there were 

also a fair number who did not. American hostility toward Issei laborers in the early

*In Japan, a person’s family name precedes his/her given name (i.e. Oiye Jengoro). 
However, many Japanese westernized their names after coming to America, as was the 
case here.

**The Japanese term Issei refers to the first generation of Japanese Americans. See 
the Encyclopedia of Japanese American History, updated ed. (Los Angeles: Japanese 
American National Museum, 2001), 214-215.
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twentieth century resulted in a decision by the Japanese Foreign Ministry to substantially 

decrease the number of passports issued to common laborers. Immigration companies in 

Japan, who profited by sending hoards of laborers abroad, found a way to circumvent the 

law by altering the immigrants’ passports so that their occupations would appear more 

skillful. In the early 1900s, the decrease in laborer immigration was replaced by a 

curiously large number of students, merchants, or professionals. Jengoro was one of those 

whose passport was falsified. The teenager’s occupation was listed as a math teacher 

(although his own education had not exceeded middle school), allowing him to easily gain 

entry to the United States.9

When Jengoro arrived in Seattle, Washington, he was given the name “Thomas” by 

immigration officials, due to the difficult time they had pronouncing his Japanese name. 

Tom, as he preferred to be called, began work in Seattle as a street vendor selling 

vegetables from a cart. However, he soon found employment outside the city as a farmer, 

eventually traveling to the southeast as far as Yakima and Kennewick. The lumber trade, 

the major manufacturing industry in Seattle, caught Tom’s interest, leading to his brief 

employment as a lumberjack. However, Japanese who worked for the lumber companies 

typically made half the amount of money that whites did doing the same jobs. On top of 

this, Tom’s small size made the work especially exhausting, so he was soon compelled to 

seek employment elsewhere.10

Many Japanese Americans, especially young males, ventured north from Seattle 

and worked in salmon canneries during the summers. Tom took part in this migration, and 

made his way by ship to Alaska. Cannery work was usually tedious and involved 

eviscerating fish for hours at a time. Meals were typically unpleasant, bosses could be 

cruel and demanding, and the smell of fish never left one’s clothes, no matter how many 

times they were washed. Because of the geographical isolation of cannery workers and 

the difficult conditions that they lived and worked in, many in the Japanese-American
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community began to view the “Alaska boys” as a group of ruffians. After the salmon 

season ended, most Issei returned to Washington or California to take up jobs as 

lumbermen or farmers. However, Tom somehow managed to secure a job as a gunner on 

a whale-hunting ship. It was his duty to maintain and operate the large harpoon gun that 

was used to spear the whales. This was definitely an unusual position for a person of 

Japanese ancestry to hold. Issei were more often made cabin boys, or given other more 

menial positions. Nevertheless, Japanese workers were almost never promoted from their 

starting positions, and life on a ship in the Bering Sea could be extremely dangerous. Still, 

despite the difficult work, Tom remained a whaler for quite a while.11

In 1914, after scrounging together some money from his various jobs, Tom

returned to Kyushu to get married. As was common among Japanese, Tom’s marriage

was prearranged. His bride to be was Taka Kimura, the daughter of a sake merchant.

With rice being the chief ingredient in sake, the Oiye and Kimura families likely knew each

other through business dealings and were of similar socioeconomic status. Although Tom

and Taka’s parents were acquainted, the bride and groom had never met. Nevertheless,

the marriage proceeded as planned, and within a few months, the new couple sailed for

Seattle.12 Unbeknownst to the Oiyes, they would never return to the place of their birth.

Like so many Japanese immigrants before them, their impending journey was filled with

both excitement and sorrow. As one Issei woman sailed to America, she captured the

emotion of the experience in a poem:

With tears in my eyes 
I turn back to my homeland,

Taking one last look.13

The Oiyes landed in Seattle in April, 1914. Since Taka’s name was easy for 

immigration officials to pronounce, she was allowed to retain it. Like many immigrants, 

the Oiyes had traveled the entire way in “steerage,” the bowels of a ship, where it was
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1.1 1.2

Figures 1.1 and 1.2. Tom and Taka Oiye, 1917. (Courtesy of Headwaters Heritage 
Museum, Three Forks, MT)
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dark, foul-smelling, and poorly sanitized.14 The ocean rocked the vessel to such an extent 

that both Tom and Taka were seasick for the entire journey. Despite their lack of 

comfort, the Oiyes reached Seattle in good health and quickly began to situate 

themselves.15

In Seattle, Tom and Taka went to work as servants for a distinguished Swedish 

woman. With her assistance, the Oiyes learned American culture and how to read and 

write English. Eventually, they began working for themselves. With a partner, Tom 

would collect blood from slaughterhouses, dry it, and ship it to Japan as “blood meal,” a 

nitrogen-rich fertilizer. Meanwhile, Taka opened a small, low-rent hotel. This was a 

particularly popular occupation among Issei'. among Seattle’s Japanese population of more 

than 6,000, there were at least sixty-five Japanese-owned hotels in 1913.16 Many of these 

were “flophouses,” where the rooms were dingy and the sheets were seldom changed.

Taka was too proud to operate such a shoddy establishment, so she kept the rooms clean 

and orderly and charged twenty-five cents rent per day. By 1920, with steady jobs 

secured and a seemingly bright future ahead, the Oiyes had given birth to two daughters, 

Peggy and Anita.17

In 1921, the relatively secure life that the Oiyes had established in Seattle was 

changed drastically by a man they would remember as “Mr. Breen.” This character was 

actually James Breen, an employee of the Anaconda Copper Mining Company in 

Montana, and the manager of several mines southwest of Helena. Breen owned and 

frequented hotels in cities throughout the northwest, including Seattle, which may have 

been how he came into contact with the Oiyes.18 Whatever the case, he offered Tom and 

Taka the chance to invest in and work for a small mine known as the “Josephine.” This 

was one of several mines located along the Continental Divide in southwest Montana at a 

place known as the Porphyry Dike. Since the turn of the twentieth century, Breen had 

envisioned the Porphyry Dike as a region of untapped potential, a place that, if properly
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managed, could become one of the largest gold mines in the world. Breen had sold his 

interests in the Porphyry Dike in 1916 to the Anaconda Copper Mining Company, but 

continued to manage the area. He dreamed of developing the Porphyry Dike through the 

extension of railways, electrification of the mines, and construction of a massive stamp 

mill. But before this could happen, Breen needed investors and workers, which is 

precisely what he found in the Oiyes. The smooth-talking Breen convinced Tom and Taka 

to sell their businesses, invest in the operations, and move east to Montana to work the 

Josephine and other mines at the Porphyry Dike. Although they had established a stable 

lifestyle in Seattle, the lure of potential riches, which had originally compelled Tom to 

immigrate, was difficult to ignore. The family arrived in the town of Basin in late summer, 

and proceeded north by wagon until they came to the Porphyry Dike. They established 

their home in a log cabin roughly 7,000 feet up along a tributary of Ten-Mile Creek, a 

twisting stream that eventually made its way to the Missouri River near Helena, the state’s 

capital. It was in this rugged environment that, on February 19, 1922, George was 

bom.19

The Japanese experience in Montana began with the passage of the Chinese 

Exclusion Act in 1882. This meant that a new labor force was needed to take over the 

traditional Chinese jobs, especially in the railroad sector. The Issei did this and followed 

the tracks of railway corporations, like the Great Northern and Northern Pacific, from 

Washington to the Dakotas. In 1898, as many as 380 Japanese were earning ninety-five 

cents per day laying track from Tacoma to Billings. When the railroad lines were 

completed by 1909, some Issei remained in the state to work as farmers or small business 

owners. The establishment of the Great Western Sugar Company in Billings helped incite 

some Japanese to take up work as sugar beet farmers.20 The combination of railroad and 

agricultural employment opportunities led to a four hundred percent increase in Montana’s 

Japanese population between 1890 and 1900: in 1890, only six Japanese lived in Montana,
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but by 1900, of the 24,326 Japanese living on mainland America, 2,441 (more than ten 

percent) resided in the Treasure State.21 Despite the employment opportunities, life in the 

Rocky Mountains proved challenging for many. Harsh winters were difficult burdens to 

bear for those raised in the temperate island climates of Japan, and the short Montana 

growing season deterred many who had enjoyed the bountiful harvests of Oregon, 

Washington, and California. Moreover, Montana had a much higher male to female ratio 

among Japanese residents (roughly 347 males for every female in 1900) than its western 

neighbors. Oregon, Washington, and California had between seventeen and thirty males 

for every female, and even Idaho had a ratio that was half that of Montana’s.22 In an era 

when Issei were marrying and settling down in large numbers, Montana’s winters likely 

seemed even colder to the young bachelors who worked throughout the region. Its 

plausible that those who had to leave the state to marry in Japan or meet their “picture 

brides” on the coast found better employment and never returned. Whatever the reason, 

only 1,585 Japanese remained in Montana by 1910.23

Between 1917-1925, Montana was plagued by merciless drought, and eleven 

thousand farms (about twenty percent of the state’s total) were abandoned. The 

agriculturally-dependent state soon felt the strain in banking (half of the state’s banks 

failed between 1920-1926), and quickly became the national leader in bankruptcy rates. 

Montana was the only state to lose population during an era that most of the nation 

dubbed the “prosperous” 1920s. Some sixty thousand people, mostly from rural areas, 

left Montana during the 1920s, many going to Oregon, Washington, and California.24 As 

census numbers indicate, many Japanese were part of this mass exodus: numbers dropped 

from 1,074 in 1920 to 753 in 1930.25 Those who stuck it out tended to reside in pluralistic 

urban communities-usually working for the railroads-or, like the Oiyes, in isolated 

pockets scattered throughout the state. Life in Montana could certainly be difficult, and 

those Japanese who remained were hardy and determined.

CORETTE LIBRARY 
CARROLL COLLESE
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For two hard winters and summers, Tom worked the Josephine and other mines of 

the Porphyry Dike. The mountains were a place of unsurpassable beauty, but they also 

proved to be an isolated and unmerciful place to live. Temperatures could drop well 

below zero in the winter, and supplies would only come after the Spring thaw. Still, the 

beauty of the mountains was awesome, and the sun setting over the horizon, reflecting its 

colors off of the peaks, left an impression in George’s young mind that he never forgot.26

One of George’s earliest memories was of toddling around the family garden one 

summer day and coming across an old horseshoe. His parents informed him of the good 

luck that it would bring to the family. However, by that point in time, both Tom and Taka 

had come to the realization that no amount of luck was going to save the Porphyry Dike 

mines. The profits that they had hoped to reap would not be found along the Continental 

Divide. In fact, Mr. Breen’s visions of grandeur had proved to be mere pipe dreams. 

Breen’s problems had started in 1908, when an injunction by the City of Helena, which 

was located about twenty miles away, suspended operations due to the mines’ 

contamination of the city’s water supply. It cost Breen thousands of dollars to get 

operations running again, but the problems persisted. Due to the low volume of water 

available at the site, only low amounts of ore could be processed. Plans to construct a 

railroad line and ship the ore to offsite mills were hindered by a lack of funds and the 

difficult terrain. In the 1920s, the operations were primarily for “experimental purposes,” 

and Breen continued to hope for enough funding to construct a large-scale mill.27 The 

Oiyes, however, decided to seek more stable employment. In 1924, they left their little 

cabin and struck out for Helena. Breen died in 1925, and, due to resurfacing reports of 

water pollution, the Anaconda Company ended all mining and milling operations at the 

Porphyry Dike the following year.28

In Helena, the Oiyes soon discovered that jobs were hard to come by for Japanese

Americans. Fortunately, they came into contact with a local Japanese man who had
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Figures 2.1 and 2.2. The ruins of the Porphyry Dike mines, 1986. (Courtesy of George 
Oiye)
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established a community of stucco and tar paper shacks along the railroad tracks. The 

camp was built exclusively for Japanese who worked for the railroad. Steam was piped in 

from the roundhouse, a circular building used for housing and repairing locomotives, to 

provide heat and hot water. The residents gave the community a Japanese feel by 

constructing a furo, a traditional Japanese hot- tub. The Japanese man, who George 

remembered as being very enterprising and constantly dashing from place to place “like a 

chipmunk,” found a job for Tom at the roundhouse.29 While he was very grateful, the 

work proved hazardous and difficult. Tom would spend all day in pits underneath the 

locomotive engines, shoveling mounds of hot ashes into dumpsters. He sweated profusely 

in the extreme heat and his clothes occasionally caught on fire. George recalled a visit into 

the pits as an experience “not unlike Hell.”30 The deafening noise, puffing steam, and 

raining ash was frightening, and the intense heat singed his hair and blistered his skin. 

Although the work was steady, it was too hazardous to continue for long. By 1925, the 

Oiyes had given birth to their final child, Ben. The following year, Tom found work at a 

cement factory in the small town of Trident, and the Oiyes bid farewell to life along the 

tracks.31

Trident was established in 1908 when the Red Devil Cement Company began 

construction of Montana’s first cement factory. The name of the town signified not only 

the three-pronged spear of the company’s mascot, but also represented the town’s 

geographical location at the headwaters of the Missouri River, where the Jefferson, 

Madison, and Gallatin Rivers meet.32 After venturing from Kyushu to Seattle, then from 

the mountain peaks to the railroad tracks, the Oiyes finally settled along the banks of the 

Missouri.

Tom’s job at the factory consisted of work in the “pack house,” where he cleaned, 

repaired, and filled cement sacks. His job proved stable and offered room for promotion, 

but was not without its shortcomings. The cement was hot and the dust was so thick that
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many of the factory workers returned home each day with reddened eyes and faces 

plastered with cement. Nevertheless, Tom worked hard and was an inspiration to his 

children. Locals were amused when they asked six-year old Ben what he wanted to be 

when he grew up. “When I get big like my dad,” he would say with a stem look on his 

face, “I wanna work in the pack house.”33 But Tom and Taka dreamed of greater 

opportunities for their children, beginning with formal education.

The Oiye children attended grammar school at a two-room schoolhouse that sat on 

the bank of the river. When they were out of class, they spent most of their time 

swimming, fishing, or ice skating. “We never lacked anything to do,” remembered 

Georgie Olsen Wellhouser, a playmate of Peggy’s. In addition to the activities at the river, 

the close-knit community of roughly two hundred often held dances, parties, or other 

social gatherings. Taka frequently opened her home to the town’s children: “She was 

always doing something for us or helping us with something,” recalled Wellhouser.34 

Sometimes she would let the local girls dress up in her traditional Japanese clothes or give 

lessons in origami. Her command of English was impressive, and she later acted as an 

interpreter and tutor for Japanese living in Montana.

The Oiyes were well thought of in their community. Wellhouser often spent time 

at the Oiye home and remembered them as “wonderful people.”35 Tom was quiet and soft 

spoken, but kind and generous, “a good neighbor and a good friend,” recalled factory 

worker James Nelson, Jr., who worked in the pack house under Tom’s supervision. Taka, 

remembered by Nelson as a “lovely lady,” developed close friendships with many of the 

women in the community.36 The Oiye children made friends easily and experienced the 

hard work and simple pleasures of a small town upbringing.

In 1936, George began high school in the nearby town of Three Forks. A few 

years later, his family relocated to the nearby town of Logan, only a short distance away. 

With a 250 dollar down payment, they purchased a twenty-three acre vegetable farm along
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3.2

Figures 3.1-3.4. The Oiye children: Peggy (Fig. 3.1), Anita (Fig. 3.2), Ben (Fig. 3.3), 
George (Fig. 3.4). (Courtesy of Headwaters Heritage Museum, Three Forks, MT)
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the Gallatin River, although Tom continued to work at the factory.37

In high school, as in grammar school, George was popular, involved, and did well 

academically. He spent a lot of time outdoors fishing and hunting, and became a good 

shot with a rifle, a skill that would prove advantageous in the future. He was co-captain 

of the six-man football team and the starting quarterback for the 1939 squad that captured 

the division title with an undefeated record. However, despite his near perfect outward 

appearance, George was what one might label a “typical” teenager in terms of his 

motivations. Like many adolescents, George harbored a desire to break away from the 

shelter of his parents and experiment with life, even if that meant testing the rules 

sometimes.38

In 1940, just a few weeks before George was destined to graduate, he went on an 

unsupervised geological field trip to an abandoned gold mine with five other classmates. 

Along the way, the three girls (as George remembered it) spotted an old sheep shed in the 

middle of a field and thought it would be amusing to break all of its windows. Soon, 

everyone was contributing to the vandalism, including George. After their task was 

completed, they proceeded to the gold mine, which turned out to be infested with 

rattlesnakes, and then returned to school.

Upon arrival, the six students were informed by the superintendent that they were 

expelled from school until they came up with eighty-eight cents each to pay for the 

windows. Much to their shock and dismay, the six discovered that they had vandalized 

the sheep shed of the Chairman of the School Board, and had been spotted by an old 

sheepherder hiding nearby. While the girls broke down in tears, the boys quickly plotted 

their strategy: they would simply “borrow” glass from various sources to replace the 

windows. Over the next few days, a strange disappearance of glass occurred around 

town, but when it was over, the old sheep shed was as good as new. George and his 

classmates returned to school and graduated in the spring of 1940.39
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4

Figure 4. A beaming George (bottom right) poses with the rest of the 1939 Three Forks 
High School football team. (Courtesy of George Oiye)
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George’s progression to adulthood reflected both the small town atmosphere in 

which he was raised and the values instilled in him by his parents. He developed a strong 

work ethic, both in and out of the classroom, shared the sense of adventure and curiosity 

of his immigrant parents (which sometimes led him down the wrong path), and understood 

that every action had a consequence, be it good or bad. He learned the importance of 

community and the value of helping one’s neighbors. In most ways, George and his 

siblings, despite their Asian heritage, had been raised no differently than any of the white 

children with which they had grown up. Each of the Oiye children, as Georgie Wellhouser 

explained, was “just one of the kids.”40 The world outside Montana, and all the problems 

that went with it, was as foreign as the country that their parents had come from. As the 

Oiye children swam in the rivers and played in the fields with their friends, many Japanese 

American children of the coastal states resided in ethnically-based communities, attended 

segregated schools, and faced discrimination on a daily basis.

In relation to their Euro-American peers, one notable difference in the Oiyes’s 

upbringing was the importance placed on education, a sentiment inherited by many Issei 

parents. The government of Japan openly protested the segregation of schools in 

California in the early 1900s, illustrating the important place education held in Japanese 

culture. One of the primary goals of various Japanese American associations was the 

promotion of acculturation, and one of the best ways to achieve this, it was believed, was 

by attending schools and excelling academically. Many Issei parents believed that 

education would give their Nisei children the increased economic opportunities and higher 

social status that had been denied Japanese Americans in the past.41

After George’s graduation in 1940, he began saving his money for college. His 

initial hope was to study mining at the college in Butte, but, despite having good enough 

grades, it was too expensive. He opted instead to attend Montana State College in 

Bozeman, located about forty miles away. George worked around the farm in Logan until
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1941, when he finally managed to save the sixty-five dollars needed to cover tuition and 

books. With a couple of friends, he shared a basement apartment in Bozeman. They 

survived on vegetables from the Oiye farm, fish from the rivers, and wild game. After a 

difficult winter, his friends dropped out due to economic hardship, but George found 

assistance through President Franklin Roosevelt’s National Youth Recovery Act. He 

worked odd jobs for fifteen cents per hour and managed to make ends meet.42

In school, George proved that he was very gifted, especially in the engineering 

field. He became President of the school’s chapter of the American Society of Mechanical 

Engineering and involved himself in numerous other activities. He served in the Reserve 

Officers Training Corps (ROTC) and was captain of the school’s rifle team. As in high 

school, George was popular and made many friends. Everything was going well and 

according to plan as 1941 drew to a close. But on December 7, an event forever altered 

the world of Japanese Americans. Even those, like George, who had been raised a world 

apart from Japanese culture and tradition, awoke on that morning in a strange new world. 

It was the day, according to George, of “the bombs that changed the Oiyes’ lives.”43
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CHAPTER 2

A STRANGE NEW WORLD

At approximately 8:00 a.m. on December 7, 1941, 181 planes from the most 

modem and best trained naval air force in the world launched a deadly assault on a portion 

of America’s Pacific Fleet at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. The attack was both surprising and 

devastating. Bombs and torpedoes severely damaged the unprepared American 

battleships, resulting in 3,600 casualties.1 As sailors dove overboard and swam, others 

were drowned, killed by explosions, burned to death by oil fires, or sunk helplessly with 

their vessels. Those that survived the ordeal would never forget the solid red circles, the 

emblems of Japan, that adorned the attacking aircraft. Almost instantaneously, they would 

become the symbols of barbarism, treachery, and above all, the enemy.

The attack on Pearl Harbor was carried out by the Japanese in order to weaken 

America’s Pacific Fleet and demoralize its citizenry. This, it was believed, would prevent 

the United States from interfering with Japan’s policy of expansion in the Pacific. 

However, both Japanese assumptions proved false. Although the Pacific Fleet was 

weakened, many American vessels had been out of port at the time of the attack. And the 

bombardment proved to be more of a unifying factor than anything else. The chant of 

“Remember Pearl Harbor” resonated through American society, binding the nation 

together as it readied for war with Japan. But there was one more crucial impact of the 

Japanese attack. Following the bombing, a thirst for revenge would become so intense in 

the United States that many Americans would turn on their fellow countrymen.2

The impact of Pearl Harbor on the Japanese-American community was immediate 

and widespread. Because of their ancestry and physical resemblance to the enemy,
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Japanese Americans were instantly viewed with suspicion by the American government 

and general public. Wartime hysteria, coupled with the racist mentalities that had existed 

since the arrival of the Issei, spawned a new era of bigotry toward Japanese Americans.

From the beginnings of Issei immigration, California had stood as the pillar of the 

anti-Japanese movement. Its politicians played a supporting role in the creation of the 

Gentlemen’s Agreement and the passage of the Immigration Act. In 1913, the state issued 

the Alien Land Act, which forbade “aliens ineligible to citizenship” from owning land.3 

Since Japanese American immigrants were deemed by the federal government to fit that 

description, the law was upheld. With California serving as a spearhead, anti-Japanese 

legislation spread throughout the west coast and into the Rockies.

In Montana, racism toward Japanese Americans had existed since the early 1900s, 

although it certainly was not as ardent as in California. In 1908, violent attacks on 

Japanese railroad workers by a group of masked whites were reported in the town of 

Judith Gap. The following year, the state passed an anti-miscegenation bill, forbidding 

Caucasians to marry those of different races, and declaring that marriages “between a 

White person and a Japanese Person shall be utterly Null and Void.”4 After the passage of 

California’s Alien Land Act, thirteen other states, including Montana in 1923, passed 

similar legislation. As a result, when the Oiyes bought their farm near Logan, it was 

purchased under George’s name, since he was the eldest son and a legal American citizen.5

Growing up, George was well aware that he was different from those around him 

No matter where they went, the Oiyes could not escape their Japanese ancestry. As a 

child, George remembered being called “funny names” by other children when he lived in 

Helena and being rejected by the parents of some of his grammar school playmates.6 That 

ostracism had a major impact on his self-image. He developed a loathing for his own 

ethnicity and refused to adhere to any Japanese customs or learn his parent’s native 

language. George loved traditional Japanese food but, after a time, refused to eat it. He
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developed close relationships with a couple of Nisei children whose family, the Itohs, 

resided in Three Forks. However, their friendships existed primarily in private. Publicly, 

George kept his distance, fearing that his association with others of his race would be 

ridiculed by his white friends. But even though he rejected his ancestry and distanced 

himself from his ethnic counterparts, George realized that he would never be able to 

change the color of his skin.7

Despite the racism that existed in Montana, it was relatively mild in comparison 

with the west coast states. Although George harbored inner doubts about his race, most 

in his community accepted him and his family as equals. Following Pearl Harbor, 

however, anti-Japanese sentiment quickly spread throughout the United States, and 

Montana was no exception. On the day of the attack, five Japanese-American railroad 

workers in the town of Superior were threatened with lynching by several whites. The 

action was prevented when the local sheriff placed the Japanese men under protective 

custody. The following day, employees of the Milwaukee Road Shop in Miles City 

refused to work until six Japanese-American coworkers were sent home. In Whitefish, 

local business owners adopted a pair of resolutions that called for the termination of 

Japanese workers on the Great Northern Railway and the circulation of a petition to 

prevent any Japanese from getting jobs in the area. Japanese-American businesses 

throughout the state were boycotted, vandalized, or, as was the case in Plentywood, 

simply run out of town by their long-time customers.8

The repercussions of Pearl Harbor were felt by the Oiye family as well. After 

years of loyal service at the factory, Tom was forced to resign. James Nelson, Jr., who 

was working with Tom in the pack house at the time, recalled the incident: “Trident was a 

cement plant and the cement industry was, after a while, declared a war industry, and this 

was when they started cracking down ... they told Tommy he had to quit.... I didn’t 

think it was right, and a lot of people down there at the cement plant didn’t think it was
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right, but when Uncle Sam says he had to go, then he had to go.”9 Luckily, the Oiyes’ 

vegetable farm in Logan was able to provide sufficient income for the family.

Over the years, the Oiyes had proven themselves to be an upstanding family and an 

important part of their community. But after Pearl Harbor, that made little difference to 

the local police and FBI officials. One day, George received a call from the police to 

come and pick his father up at the jail in Bozeman. Tom had been accused by the FBI of 

sending subversive messages to the Japanese after a pilot passed over the Oiye farm and 

noticed “strange” patterns in the fields. Of course, the allegations were ill-founded and 

Tom was released, but the Oiyes were kept under tight surveillance for the remainder of 

the war.10

Despite all that had happened, George did not feel threatened by those around him. 

He did receive the occasional stare or awkward glance, but, probably due to his popularity 

in school, did not consider himself an outcast. That mentality changed after he registered 

for the draft. In 1942, Montana State College was selected as one of four Army Air 

Corps academies in the United States, and George, who was pursuing a minor in 

aeronautical engineering, was eager to join. After registering, he was given a classification 

of 4-C and waited anxiously to answer his country’s call. However, it never came. As his 

friends shipped off to join the fight, George’s 4-C status, which he eventually found out 

meant “enemy alien unfit for service,” prevented him from becoming a soldier. Ironically, 

however, he was required to continue his service in the ROTC.11

When George turned twenty on February 19, 1942, there was little mood for 

celebration. That day would be remembered as the darkest one in Japanese-American 

history, a day that made the racist and discriminatory acts of the past seem minuscule in 

comparison. The federal government, caught up in the hysteria and paranoia of the 

wartime atmosphere, announced on February 19 that it had adopted a measure initiated by 

President Franklin Roosevelt known as Executive Order 9066, authorizing the evacuation
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of Japanese Americans from the west coast states to inland relocation camps.12 With the 

President’s approval, the army rounded up “all persons of Japanese ancestry, both alien 

and non-alien” and shipped them to isolated camps that were heavily guarded and 

enclosed in barbed wire. The action was deemed a “military necessity” and in the 

“national interest.”13 Since only west coast states were effected by the order, Japanese 

Americans in Montana were not relocated. However, the Oiyes were still touched by the 

event. Anita, who was living in Seattle at the time, moved back to Logan to avoid 

interment. But George’s eldest sister, Peggy, who was married and living in Los Angeles, 

decided to stay in California. With her husband, she was removed from her home as part 

of the Manzanar relocation project. The couple was first taken to the Santa Anita 

Racetrack, where they resided for several months with around 19,000 other Japanese 

Americans. Conditions were less than adequate. The “apartments” that they lived in were 

actually stalls that were only recently vacated by horses. In some cases, manure was still 

piled on the floor. Peggy, her husband, and her young child slept on army cots, ate in 

mess halls, and used humiliating communal latrines. They were eventually transported to 

the larger Manzanar Relocation Center, where it was bitter cold in the winter, hot in the 

summer, and dusty all year round. Peggy was not so much angry about her family’s 

internment as she was confused and extremely disappointed. But there was nothing, not 

even life in the camps, that would change her opinion about America. “It was our 

country,” she recalled. “If being interned was helping my country, then I was doing my 

part.”14

After all that had happened in only a few months, George was bewildered and had 

a difficult time coming to grips with reality. His father had been fired, his sister 

imprisoned, and himself declared an “enemy alien.” George could do little else but remain 

in school and continue his studies. Like his sister, he felt that he had a part to play for his 

country. He yearned to join the armed forces to prove his loyalty and fight for the country
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of his birth.

George’s rejection by the armed forces agitated not only his family, but also his 

classmates and professors. Thus, in 1943, Fred Homan, the Dean of Mechanical 

Engineering at Montana State College, along with Professor Gerry Pesman, appeared in 

front of the Adjutant General of the Army Air Corps and presented a strong argument in 

defense of George’s right to enlist. The two men were of German descent and were 

sympathetic to the plight of Japanese Americans because they had faced discrimination 

during World War I. Their arguments seemed to work, and the Adjutant General told 

George that if he could get letters of commendation from five prominent citizens and pass 

a physical, he could join the Army. The fact that the Adjutant General had said “Army” 

never crossed George’s mind. His family and friends were elated. Shortly after, he was 

thrown a farewell party and departed for induction at Fort Douglas, Utah.15

Unbeknownst to George at the time of his departure, the United States 

government had decided, several months before, to form a special Nisei combat unit. The 

effort was spearheaded by Assistant Secretary of War John McCloy, who managed to 

convince the U.S. War Department that the creation of an all-Japanese American fighting 

unit was a plausible idea. Around 4,000 Nisei, many of them from Hawaii, were already 

inducted into the military at the time of the Pearl Harbor bombing. Some were shipped to 

Camp Robinson in Arkansas to do non-combat related tasks, while others were simply 

expelled from the armed forces. In Hawaii, former Nisei soldiers formed the Varsity 

Victory Volunteers (VVV), a group that helped assist the war effort while working to lift 

the ban on Japanese-American soldiers. Other Hawaiian Nisei, who were formerly part of 

national guard units, were shipped to the mainland in 1942 for training. They would 

become the 100th Infantry Battalion and would fight in Europe before being attached to 

the 442nd.16

On February 1, 1943, President Roosevelt, the same man who signed the order to
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intem Japanese Americans, announced the formation of the 442nd Regimental Combat 

Team, ironically stating that “Americanism is not, and never was, a matter of race or 

ancestry.”17 The federal government hoped that the creation of the 442nd might lessen 

anti-Japanese sentiment to a certain extent. More importantly, the United States needed 

to prove to its allies that it was still promoting traditional American ideals, including 

democracy and freedom, that had been shelved with the decision to intern Japanese 

Americans. Others within the government simply argued that is was a shame not to utilize 

such a large force of potential soldiers.18

After George stepped off of the train at Fort Douglas, his dreams of joining the Air 

Corps quickly vanished. Upon arrival, he was informed, much to his bewilderment, that 

he would serve in an infantry unit, the 442nd Regimental Combat Team. Outraged and 

dejected, George was issued one-size-fits-all clothing, a duffel bag, and a helmet, and then 

proceeded by train to Kansas City. Once there, he received orders to proceed to Camp 

Shelby in Hattiesburg, Mississippi. With other Nisei, he boarded a train with drawn 

shades in order to spare onlookers from the worry and skepticism that a trainload of 

Japanese faces might invoke.19 George was uncomfortable and estranged. He had no idea 

what to expect.

When George arrived at Camp Shelby, he could not believe his eyes. Everywhere 

he looked there were Japanese Americans, more than he had ever seen in his life. In his 

home state, there were just over five hundred Japanese Americans spread over thousands 

of square miles.20 But here, in this one area, nearly four thousand Nisei had amassed, 

about seventy-five percent of whom came from Hawaii. The government had originally 

hoped for three thousand volunteers from the internment camps, but only around 1,200 

did so (around five percent of those that were of draft age), of which eight hundred were 

accepted.21 Thus, the Hawaiians made up the difference. For George, a mainland Nisei 

who knew little about internment camps and even less about the Japanese from Hawaii,
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this new environment was completely overwhelming.

In short order, George began to panic. He was certain that the government was 

plotting a massive deportation to Japan. When he calmed himself and realized that this 

was not the case, he began the process of adjusting to his surroundings. However, he 

quickly realized that this was no simple task. Like most other mainlanders, he had a 

difficult time getting along with the Hawaiian Nisei. The islanders spoke a pidgin 

language, combining English, Japanese, and Hawaiian, that was incomprehensible to 

mainlanders. Many of them traveled in “packs” and aggressively defended one another.

In addition, they were more likely to understand and follow Japanese traditions than the 

men from the continental U.S. For this reason, they were dubbed “Buddaheads” by the 

mainlanders. The word buta, meaning “pig” in Japanese, also played a part in the name 

selection. Of course, the stereotyping went both ways. The “Buddaheads” labeled the 

mainlanders “Katonks,” claiming that when a coconut fell from a tree and hit them on their 

empty heads, it made a hollow-sounding “katonk!” This was also the sound, according to 

the “Buddaheads,” that the mainlanders’ heads made when they were slammed off of a 

hard surface in a fight.22 With such distinct identities, the two opposing sides quarreled 

frequently and sometimes violently.

George, being a “hick from the sticks,” found himself an easy target for the 

“Buddaheads.” The islanders had, over the decades, developed an intense hatred of 

plantation owners, who often exploited Japanese laborers in Hawaii.23 A parallel was 

quickly drawn between the plantation owners and George. For one, George’s skin was 

“all bleached out” from the Montana winter, so he was labeled “whitey.” Because he was 

a farm boy from “hick country,” he was given the nickname “Montana.” Also, due to his 

upbringing, he had a firm command of Euro-American culture and spoke English better 

than most. But worst of all, George rose quickly in the ranks because of his ROTC 

training. So, in the eyes of the “Buddaheads,” he appeared as everything they despised: a
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fair-skinned farmer who outranked them. The difficulties that this caused made George 

wonder if he could face life in the 442nd.24

Things changed for George when he met Staff Sergeant Susumu Ito, a bilingual 

Japanese American from central California. “Sus,” as he was known, came from a 

different background than George. He had grown up around many other Nisei and 

understood Japanese culture and language. He had also been a legal citizen of both Japan 

and America until he was twenty-one, when he decided to sever his Japanese connection. 

Because of his ability to relate to both Japanese and American lifestyles, Sus proved to be 

a good arbitrator in disputes, although sometimes it cost him a “banged head and black 

eye.”25 Sus had been in the army for two years working as a mechanic when, in 1942, his 

sister and mother were interned at Rohwer, Arkansas. He was eventually reassigned to 

the 442nd, where he became Chief of Detail in Charlie Battery of the 442nd’s artillery unit, 

the 522nd Field Artillery Battalion.26

The 442nd was comprised of three infantry battalions, an artillery unit (the 522nd) 

with five batteries, an engineering company, band, medical detachment, and anti-tank, 

canon, and service companies. Commissioned officers were Caucasian, although some 

Nisei were eventually promoted to higher ranks. The team’s motto was “go for broke,” a 

pidgin gambling expression that meant to put it all on the line.27

When George first arrived at Camp Shelby, he hoped to join the engineers. But 

since that unit was full, he was assigned, “only by God’s grace,” as he put it, to Sus Ito’s 

detail section of Charlie Battery, 522nd Field Artillery Battalion. George became a 

corporal, second in rank in the section, and was soon Sus’s “right hand man.” The two 

men often rode together in the battery commander’s jeep, shared the same pup tents 

during field training and maneuvers, and even took part in the occasional prank. On one 

occasion, Sus and George managed to capture a tarantula and, after tying it to a string, 

hung it above the battery commander’s bed while he was asleep. When the bald-headed
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captain got up from his nap, the spider pounced on his head and bit him. Somehow, the 

two escaped reprimand and continued to work closely with the commander.

In many ways, Sus Ito helped George understand and appreciate his ancestry.

With Sus, George feasted (without reservation) on coffee cans full of rice, Japanese 

pickles, canned squid, abalone, seaweed, and other Japanese foods. Sus served as a bridge 

between two worlds that George had assumed could not coexist. Soon, “Montana” Oiye 

began to assimilate with those around him, and so began a journey of self-discovery that 

would change his life. The bond between Sus and George grew stronger during the war, 

as they spent many hours together in fox holes.28

The primary duty of the 522nd was to provide effective artillery support, through 

the use of 105mm howitzers, to the infantrymen of the 442nd. As first and second in 

command of Charlie Battery’s detail section, Sus and George were responsible for 

knowing where the guns were at all times, surveying positions, and moving with the 

infantry as forward observers to find effective targets. They became very familiar with 

their howitzers, which were short-barreled guns with high trajectories that had first been 

developed during World War I. The guns’ ability to fire almost completely vertical made 

them effective weapons for trench warfare and for shooting over obstacles. By World 

War II, the 105mm howitzer had been developed. Its total weight was nearly 5,000 

pounds, and it could fire a thirty-three pound shell more than twelve thousand yards 

(approximately seven miles).29 George was amazed when he first experienced the loud 

retort of the guns and the way they bucked backwards in recoil. He had handled his fair 

share of rifles in Montana, but the howitzers were something new altogether.30

The men of the 442nd trained from February 1943 until April 1944, almost twice as 

long as other American units. This occurred, in part, because the Army did not know 

what to do with them. Certainly they were not going to be sent to the Pacific to fight 

“their own people,” as General George Marshall put it, although some did serve in that
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theater as translators and intelligence gatherers.31 It was decided that the Nisei would be 

sent to Europe, although General Dwight Eisenhower initially refused to take them. 

Finally, in August 1943, General Mark Clark of the 5th Army accepted the Japanese 

Americans, hoping that they would prove a valuable asset in the attack on Italy. The 100th 

Battalion was the first Nisei unit to ship out, but the 442nd would soon follow.32

Even though the soldiers of the 442nd were in a Japanese American environment at 

Camp Shelby, they did not completely escape racism. Being in the segregated south, 

many were confused about which bathrooms and drinking fountains to use, “colored” or 

“white.” And should they sit in the back of the bus or the front? Some simply used 

whatever was convenient and sat where they pleased. Those who used “white” facilities, 

however, were eventually, although reluctantly, ordered by their officers to “observe the 

laws and customs of Mississippi as they related to race relations.”33 Nevertheless, the 

Nisei, especially those from Hawaii, let it be known that they did not appreciate 

discrimination. Fights with white soldiers were a common occurrence. One Japanese- 

American soldier remembered, “Sometimes the haoles (whites) didn’t know any better.

At times, when they called you a ‘Jap,’ there was no animosity, they didn’t mean it in a 

derogatory sense. But some were prejudiced. They got beat up.”34 The Nisei were also 

disgusted by the treatment of African Americans. On one instance, a 442nd soldier 

witnessed a bus driver physically kick a black soldier off the bus. Overcome with rage, the 

Nisei gave the driver a beating and tossed him out the door. The discrimination that both 

“Buddaheads” and “Katonks” were forced to deal with undoubtedly served as a bonding 

factor for many of them. Even George, who had lived a life relatively free of racism, was 

refused service at a restaurant because of his race.35

After training for so long, the men of the 442nd had become top-notch soldiers.

They were in peak physical condition and had gone through basic training twice. The men 

also boasted an average IQ of 119, nine points higher than needed for officer candidate
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school, and were said to have had more college graduates than any other American unit.36 

While doing maneuvers in Louisiana, the artillerymen of the 522nd had earned a reputation 

as “sharpshooters.” Finally, after a favorable inspection by General Marshall, the 442nd 

was deemed ready for action. The team departed Camp Shelby on April 22, 1944, for 

Camp Patrick Henry in Newport News, Virginia. From there, the Nisei soldiers made final 

preparations for their Atlantic crossing.37 For all the men of the 442nd, including George, 

the time had come to “go for broke.”
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CHAPTER 3

THE “GO FOR BROKE” SPIRIT

The men of the 442nd departed for Europe on May 2,1944. Altogether, there 

were more than fifty transport ships in their convoy, along with several destroyer escorts, 

holding thousands of American troops and tons of goods. One Nisei soldier recalled the 

impressive sight: “From one horizon to the other, nothing but ships, ships, all ships, as far 

as the eyes can see...The convoy traveled a zigzag route to guard against German U- 

boats, resulting in a long and tiresome journey. The men kept themselves fit by doing 

plenty of calisthenics. In their free time, they gambled, read, or, as George often did, 

played chess. However, the ships did not provide sanctuaries that were free from hostility. 

Occasionally, George heard the explosions of depth charges, dropped from distant ships in 

hopes of destroying prowling German submarines. On George’s ship, the SS Johns 

Hopkins, trauma struck one night when a soldier fell overboard into the icy waters and 

could not be found. The reality of war had begun to sink in for George.2

On May 28, after nearly a month at sea, the Johns Hopkins landed at the city of 

Bari on Italy’s eastern coast. As the ship approached shore and the soldiers lined up in 

anticipation, the vessel accidentally slammed into the dock, scattering the men and their 

belongings everywhere. “What a way to land on foreign soil,” George remembered.

“Still, it was better than an invasion.”3 After the climactic arrival, George surveyed his 

surroundings. The harbor was filled with partially sunken ships, and much of the city was 

in ruins. Seeing the impoverished citizens affected many of the young American soldiers. 

George felt compelled to help, but the 522nd was headed to the fighting in northern Italy.4

From Bari, George and his comrades traveled to Naples by train. They rode in
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cramped “40 and 8” boxcars, which could theoretically hold forty men or eight horses.

The ride was so cold that some of the soldiers, including George, pulled up the 

floorboards of the train and started fires. Upon arrival in Naples, the men of the 522nd 

were greeted by a large group of children, who were singing the popular song, “Rum and 

Coca Cola.” While their mood may have appeared jovial, the citizens of Naples were 

living in abominable conditions. The singing children proved the direness of the situation. 

As soon as the soldiers stepped off the train, young boys offered their sisters in exchange 

for cigarettes, candy, or anything else of value.5

In Naples, the artillerymen joined with the remainder of the 442nd, which had 

recently arrived in port, and prepared to move north towards Rome. After a short ride by 

sea, the 522nd landed at Anzio. Although the ocean was calm, the soldiers had to climb 

down rope nets and get into amphibious vehicles before reaching the beach. The day 

before, thousands of Allied troops involved in the D-Day invasion of Normandy had 

undertaken similar tasks. Fortunately for the Nisei, the beach at Anzio had been taken a 

few months earlier, so their landing was unopposed. Once ashore, they pushed further 

northward, passing through recently-liberated Rome at midnight on June 9. The full moon 

illuminated the ancient city as George drove through in a jeep. He remembered how 

brightly the Monument of Victor Emmanuel II shone as he passed. Yet, amidst the chaos 

of the war-tom city, its luminescent beauty seemed strangely skewed.6

Just north of Rome, the entire 442nd gathered at a rendevous point near the city of 

Civitavecchia. It was there that the &\-Nisei 100th Battalion was attached to the 442nd.

This was done in order to replace the combat team’s First Battalion, which had been left 

behind at Camp Shelby. The 100th had seen heavy action since September, 1943, in North 

Africa and Italy. The soldiers of the battalion had earned a favorable reputation after 

engaging the Germans in major battles at Monte Cassino, the Anzio beachhead, and 

various areas around Rome. The 100th would have been the first Allied unit to enter
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Rome if it had not been ordered by its commanders to halt on the outskirts of the city. In 

ten months of fighting, the unit suffered nine hundred casualties and became known as the 

“Purple Heart Battalion.” Because of its distinguished service record, the 100th was 

allowed to retain its name throughout the war.* With the combat team at full strength, the 

Nisei were attached to the 34th Infantry Division and began an aggressive drive up the 

Italian coast toward the Amo River.7

The men of the 442nd quickly proved their worth in Italy. At the battle for 

Belvedere, the Nisei launched a brutal attack that, in only three hours, resulted in nearly 

three hundred German casualties (versus only eleven for the 442nd). The following day, 

similar results at the town of Sassetta earned the battle-tested 100th a Presidential Unit 

Citation for “extraordinary heroism against the enemy” during the two engagements.8

The actions of George and his fellow artillerymen proved that their reputation as 

“sharpshooters” was well-founded. They became experts of “time on target” fire, a 

method of shelling in which rounds explode over a target and blanket the area with 

shrapnel. In early July, the attack of Hill 140 in northern Italy illustrated the effectiveness 

of the 522nd’s fire. The Second Battalion of the 442nd suffered tremendous casualties in 

attempting to overtake the well-entrenched Germans on what the Nisei dubbed “Crazy 

Hill.” The infantry was attacking frontally, and the bald ridge offered very little cover. 

Lieutenant Colonel James Hanley, commander of the Second Battalion, was finally 

advised to use the artillery. Charlie Battery of the 522nd was given the task. After making 

adjustments, the artillerymen fired twelve rounds on the German positions and waited for 

confirmation. After a few minutes, ecstatic reports indicated that the fire had annihilated 

an entire German unit. The shells had burst about twenty yards above the trenches and

’When the 100th became attached to the 442nd, the unit became known as the 
100th/442nd. In this work, however, the combat team will continue to be referred to as the 
442nd.
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fox holes, resulting in the deaths of more than one hundred Germans. Those who saw the 

gruesome effects of the artillery advised others to stay away. After the attack, the usually 

composed Colonel Hanley was seen “jumping up and down in almost child-like glee.”9 

The Second Battalion then took the hill and was awarded a Presidential Unit Citation, 

although there was no mention of the 522nd’s efforts.10

The fighting eventually took the Nisei to various locations along the Amo River. 

Here, German and Allied forces stalled and held their ground on opposite sides of the 

river. As the stalemate ensued, it was decided that the service of the 442nd should be used 

elsewhere. The Japanese-American soldiers, who at one point were viewed with 

skepticism by other American units, were now a sought after prize. Many men of the 34th 

Infantry Division developed a deep respect for the Nisei and, after witnessing them 

fighting and dying for their country, grew to resent the actions taken against Japanese 

Americans in the United States: “They determined then to raise their voices in protest and 

to demand justice and recompense for the wrongs inflicted upon these people.”11 Others 

expressed their opinions more candidly, including General George Marshall: “I will say 

this about the Japanese fighting men in these units we had. They were superb! That word 

correctly described it: superb! They took terrific casualties. They showed rare courage 

and tremendous fighting spirit... .everybody wanted them.”12 General Mark Clark, 

whose Fifth Army forces were to remain in Italy after D-Day, was reluctant to relinquish 

his command of the 442nd. His adamant protests caused an officer in the War Department 

to exclaim, “One would think that the 442nd RCT was the only unit in Italy the way you 

fellows are squawking about giving it up!”13 Nevertheless, it was decided that the unit 

would assist with the fighting in France. The soldiers returned south to Naples and 

departed for Marseille on September 27.

During his time in Italy, George acted as Chief of Detail for Charlie Battery while 

Sus Ito moved with the infantry as a forward observer. When the 442nd reached the Amo,
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George and Sus operated a stationary observation post until the 522nd was relieved by the 

2nd Field Artillery Battalion of the 1st Brazilian Division.14 As George boarded a ship 

bound for France, he had no idea what events might unfold in the coming months. Soon, 

however, the extent of his courage and strength of his will would be revealed.

Although the seas of the Mediterranean were rough, the food on the navy 

transport ship was great. As he feasted on steak and ice cream, George began to wish he 

was in the Navy. On September 29, the ship landed just north of Marseille in rough 

weather. While hurricane-like winds and huge swells tormented the soldiers as they 

climbed down cargo nets into waiting landing craft, George was ordered to assist with the 

transportation of a jeep. A crane lifted the vehicle, with George inside, and began to 

lower him into a waiting vessel. But the ship was rocking so badly that the jeep flipped 

over in mid-air. George clung to the bent steering wheel and dangled helplessly over the 

water. A mad panic ensued while the navy crew worked to lift the jeep back onto the 

ship. Somehow, this was accomplished before George fell. He managed to make it to 

shore, where the 522nd proceeded to Marseille and, with the rest of the 442nd, was 

attached to the 36th Infantry (“Texas”) Division of the Seventh Army.15

Since the invasion of southern France in August 1944, the VI Corps of the Seventh 

Army had rapidly pursued elements of Germany’s Nineteenth Army as it fled up the Rhone 

Valley toward the Franco-German border. The VI Corps, composed of the 3rd, 36th, and 

45th Infantry Divisions, traversed nearly five hundred miles and captured thousands of 

prisoners before reaching the last major obstacle between France and Germany in early 

October, the Vosges Mountains. Various mountain passes leading into southern Germany 

made the Vosges a key focal point for the Seventh Army. A successful offensive could 

carry them to the French city of Strasbourg and across the Rhine River into Germany. But 

the approach to the passes was guarded by the city of Bruyeres, an important

transportation center occupied by the Germans.16
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The “Texas” division, under the command of Major General John Dahlquist, had 

suffered heavy casualties during its Italian campaigns, but the attachment of the 442nd 

helped alleviate the dwindling numbers. The Nisei were transported by trucks and train to 

the Vosges Mountain sector, where they prepared for an assault on Bruyeres. The 

fighting that was about to take place in the rolling hills of the Vosges would be some of 

the fiercest and most devastating of the entire war. For the Germans, the situation had 

become desperate. Adolf Hitler ordered that the region was not to be surrendered, no 

matter what the costs.17 With their backs to the Fatherland, thirteen thousand German 

soldiers entrenched themselves in the forests and atop the hills. At stake was the fate of 

the German nation. Despite having less troops and equipment than the VI Corps, the odds 

were in their favor. Never, in the history of warfare, had an army defending the Vosges 

been beaten.18

The city of Bruyeres was in a geographical location ideal for defense. To the west, 

north, and east, four large hills provided ideal views of the area. The Germans, having 

occupied the town since France’s defeat in 1940, had established numerous fortifications. 

The hills were well-guarded with artillery, mortars, high-powered machine guns that fired 

nearly twice as fast as their American counterparts, and six-barreled rocket launchers 

dubbed “screaming meemies” due to the high-pitched sounds they made when fired. Mine 

fields and booby traps surrounded the area, and snipers positioned themselves in the thick 

growth of the forests and in various locations within the city. The initial American 

objectives were the four hills, Buemont, Chateau, Pointhaie, and Avison, labeled A, B, C, 

and D, respectively. Hill A, the largest, rose nearly 2,000 feet. It would be up to the 

Nisei to lead the assault.19

On October 15, the 442nd attacked. General Dahlquist, who had little combat 

experience, mistakenly reported that the enemy was not present in the forest. However, 

almost immediately, the combat team was met with fierce resistance. Mines and tanks
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pinned down the 100th as it fought to reach the base of Hill A. Meanwhile, the 442nd’s 

Second Battalion launched an attack on Hill B. German artillery exploding in the pines 

(known as “tree bursts”) terrified the men as they fought. A single burst killed one Nisei 

and wounded nineteen others. Nevertheless, despite fierce counterattacks by the 

Germans, the 100th and Second Battalions captured Hills A and B on October 18, taking 

nearly 150 prisoners in the process.20

As the Nisei gained control of Hills A and B, the Third Battalion was ordered to 

assault the city, with K Company providing the brunt of the attack. Rain poured down as 

the men advanced from the west. The 522nd and other American artillery units had been 

shelling the city unmercifully for several days. By the end of the attack, more than fifteen 

thousand rounds riddled Bruyeres. George, who had not yet served as a forward 

observer, was selected to accompany Lieutenant Chester Girard, who was leading an 

artillery crew that would move with K Company.

The battle in Bruyeres was fought from house to house with small arms fire and 

grenades. George and Lieutenant Girard entered the city by jeep. As they searched for a 

place to set up an observation post, George noticed a French woman, standing amidst the 

fighting, vainly sweeping rubble from the street. George concluded she was either 

expressing her frustration with the war or simply coping with reality the best way she 

knew how. The woman was not the only citizen of Bruyeres that reacted in that fashion. 

Some people worked to repair their damaged roofs as artillery and bullets hit around them. 

By the time the fighting ceased, there were nearly one hundred civilian casualties.21

The Third Battalion captured 135 Germans within Bruyeres, killed and wounded a 

similar number, and drove the rest of the enemy out of the city. After securing Hill A, the 

100th pushed to the east and captured Hill C. George and Lieutenant Girard, who had set 

up an observation post on the third floor of an old hotel, adjusted artillery fire on Hill D. 

After a barrage, the hill fell to the Second Battalion at noon on October 19. The same
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day, Sus Ito was promoted to Second Lieutenant. As a result, George became a Staff 

Sergeant and the Chief of Detail in Charlie Battery, a position that would prove to have 

many dangerous responsibilities.22

Although Bruyeres and the four hills were in Allied hands, there was still a pocket 

of German holdouts to the east of the city. American and German forces were entrenched 

on opposite sides of a railroad embankment. The Germans occupied a ridge, known as 

Hill 505, and had set up a minefield between themselves and the Nisei. Attacks on the 

stronghold were easily repulsed by the Germans. On the evening of October 20, a group 

of men from K Company spotted a German officer walking by the railroad tracks. After 

being shot down, the man was searched for intelligence. In his pockets, the Nisei 

discovered crucial documents that outlined German defensive positions. With that 

information, the Americans devised a plan to outflank the enemy.23

After returning to battery headquarters from his mission with Lieutenant Girard, 

George was assigned to a position as a forward observer in support of a task force under 

Major Emmet L. O’Connor. The forward observation crew was led by Lieutenant Albert 

Binotti, with George and two other Nisei accompanying. The mission of “O’Connor’s 

Task Force,” as the group came to be known, was to encircle the enemy on Hill 505 from 

the rear by penetrating their left flank. On October 20, under cover of darkness, the task 

force moved into position near the hill. George stayed close to Lieutenant Binotti as dawn 

approached. When the first light came and the task force began to move out, the 

Lieutenant spotted groups of Germans in the nearby forest. He ordered a barrage of “time 

on target” fire that left eighty Germans dead and sixty wounded. The task force then 

attacked. By afternoon, the last enemy holdouts were broken, and Hill 505 was 

captured.24

As the Germans fled from the surrounding countryside, George returned to battery 

headquarters “cold, wet, hungry, and pooped.”25 He was looking forward to a much
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needed break. However, he would not get one. George was informed by Sus Ito and the 

Battery Commander that he had been selected to serve as a forward observer for a rescue 

mission. A portion of the 141st Infantry Regiment had been surrounded by German forces 

in the forests to the east of Bruyeres. General Dahlquist had once again erred, telling the 

commanders of the 141st that the forests were cleared of Germans. After the soldiers (275 

total) were surrounded, they tried unsuccessfully to fight their way out. The other 

battalions of the 141st were unable to break through the enemy’s lines to help them. For 

two days, the isolated soldiers dug in and waited. The slightest movement above their 

foxholes brought a hailstorm of sniper bullets. Casualties mounted as food and 

ammunition dwindled. Finally, it was decided that the 442nd would be given the task of 

rescuing the so-called “Lost Battalion.” Once again, Hitler was closely monitoring the 

events. He ordered that none of the trapped soldiers was to be taken prisoner.26

George was assigned to lead a party of three other Nisei in support of the Third 

Battalion’s K Company, the same unit he had been with in Bruyeres. The 442nd’s Second 

Battalion had tried to push through the forest on October 26, but only made it a few 

hundred yards before being pinned down. Companies I and K, along with three companies 

from the 100th Battalion, were subsequently ordered to proceed as directly as possible to 

the Lost Battalion, located about nine miles through the forest. In the middle of the night 

on October 27, the Nisei departed.27 George and his crew left so quickly that he did not 

even have time to take a hot shower and change his wet clothes. It was nearly dawn when 

the soldiers reached the forest. Their march had been hampered by freezing rain and mud, 

and it was so dark that they had to tie white handkerchiefs to one another in order to see 

where they were going. George reported to the Company Commander, and asked where 

the enemy was located. “All around us,” he replied. “Just go dig a fox hole and wait for 

daylight.”28 George did as he was told. As his mind focused on the difficult task of 

digging through rocks and moss, he heard a strange sound in the brush. It was almost like
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a voice. Assuming it was his radio operator, George asked, “John, is that you?” “No,” 

John replied. Chills ran throughout George’s body. He then heard the voice again. It was 

closer this time and definitely German. George had heard stories of men being bayoneted 

in the dark, and a deep fear suddenly welled up inside him. The German spoke again, this 

time from only a few feet away. “Comrade, comrade,” he said. George began feeling 

around in the darkness until he found the man. The German was waving a white 

handkerchief, a sign of surrender. After breathing a sigh of relief, George escorted the 

prisoner back to the command post. He was nearly there when a voice suddenly shouted 

from the darkness, “Password!” It was a Nisei guard. George was so flustered that he 

could not remember the words. After some arguing, though, he convinced the guard that 

he was American. He turned the prisoner over and returned to the line.29

While many Germans fought desperately in the Vosges, others recognized the 

futility of resistance. The Nisei, who were extremely well-trained, fought against an 

enemy that was rapidly losing its morale. A significant number of the German soldiers 

were raw recruits, even teenagers, who had hardly any military training or combat 

experience. One Nisei remembered how difficult it was to shoot at them: “I remember our 

company commander ... trying to apply first aid to a 16-year-old [German] whose 

testicles were blown away. A 16-year-old kid. If it had been the SS, I would have had no 

hesitation in pulling the trigger, but I saw 16 and 17-year-old kids in front, and it was not 

easy to pull that trigger.”30 Some German soldiers were even younger. On October 28, 

men of the 100th captured the son of the famous German General, Erwin Rommel. The 

boy was only fifteen.31

The rescue of the Lost Battalion was the fiercest fighting the Nisei had seen. The 

dense growth in the forests made it difficult to see the enemy until they were extremely 

close, sometimes only several feet away. Fighting from tree to tree amid heavy machine 

gun and sniper fire was difficult and caused heavy casualties. All the while, “tree bursts”
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showered the men with hot shrapnel. The soldiers feared the grotesque injuries that the 

bursts could inflict. A hit in the spine could be paralyzing, and the thought of having their 

faces or genitals tom off was even more horrifying. To guard against these possibilities, 

fox holes were equipped with roofs. But even when entrenched, the Nisei could not move 

without drawing fire: One man from K Company squatted to relieve himself and was shot 

through the helmet. Another cautiously raised his head to study the terrain and was hit in 

the forehead. As casualties mounted, General Dahlquist, in an attempt to boost the morale 

of the soldiers, ventured to the front line to give orders personally. Once there, he learned 

the seriousness of the fighting. His aide, Captain Wells Lewis (the son of Nobel prize

winning author Sinclair Lewis), was shot through the head as he stood next to the 

General. Spattered in blood, Dahlquist left the front and never came back.32

Besides the small arms fire, grenades, and “tree bursts,” the natural environment 

was difficult to deal with. “Bouncing Betty” mines, or “nutcrackers,” as some men called 

them, were virtually invisible under the thick moss. When tripped, the mines would 

“bounce” several feet off the ground and explode with devastating results. George 

witnessed several of these go off, some as close as ten yards away.33

Because of the density of the forest and height of the trees, the men of the 522nd 

had a difficult time hitting their targets. Forward observers, like George, could not see 

where their artillery shells were hitting. As a result, they depended on their ears to 

determine whether shells were on target. However, this would sometimes prove costly 

when rounds landed behind their own lines. One day, while George was in a foxhole, a 

misguided shell landed right next to him. He was lucky to survive, but the blast of the 

explosion caused considerable hearing loss from which he never recovered.34

Shortly after George’s close brush with death, he was sent out on a patrol with a 

group of soldiers by the company commander. They were looking for a way to sneak 

through the German lines and reach the Lost Battalion. George led the men to a ridge that
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provided a view of the valley below. He was delighted to finally be able to locate targets 

visually. The men encountered no resistance as they returned to headquarters with the 

good news. The company commander was equally pleased and ordered a charge through 

the area, although George was given a different assignment at headquarters. As soon as 

the soldiers set foot on the open ridge, they were pinned down by German fire and almost 

completely annihilated. The Germans had let George and his men pass by so they would 

report that the area was safe. It was a perfectly laid ambush. Even though there was no 

way of knowing that the Germans had laid a trap, George felt personally responsible for 

the lives lost in the ambush.35

By October 30, the remnants of companies I and K had only one hill left to climb 

before they reached the Lost Battalion. The day before, General Dahlquist sent direct 

orders to the 442nd headquarters: “Keep them [the Nisei] going and don’t let them stop. 

There’s a battalion about to die up there and we’ve got to reach them. Let’s keep them 

going. Even against opposition.”36 Since the Lost Battalion had been under attack for six 

days without supplies or reinforcements, the hill had to be taken. Casualties had been so 

heavy in the Third Battalion that anyone who could hold a gun, including cooks and mail 

carriers, was called up to fight.37

The Nisei attack began in the morning and proceeded well into the afternoon. 

German resistance was ferocious and unrelenting. The hillside was shrouded with mines, 

which greatly slowed the progress of the soldiers. As the companies came closer to the 

top, machine gun fire began to pour in from all directions, ending the advance. Dead Nisei 

were everywhere. The wounded and dying cried for their mothers in English and Japanese 

as the remaining men of the 442nd struggled to maintain what little composure they had 

left.38

With few options facing the Americans, the order to charge was given. George 

would never forget the metallic “clinking” of the bayonets as men fastened them to their
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weapons. He knew the ensuing fight would be brutal. The forward observers, led by 

George and Sus, were positioned behind rocks when the order came. Suddenly, Colonel 

Albert Pursall of the Third Battalion shouted, “Okay, boys, let’s go! We almost have it, a 

Silver Star to the leader!”39 As the speech was being given, the forward observers 

simultaneously moved to change their positions. Seeing this, Colonel Pursall pointed at 

Yuki Minaga, a member of Sus’s crew, and shouted, “There’s the man!” With George 

and Sus beside him, Minaga began the charge up the hill. The other Nisei quickly 

followed.40

The Nisei eventually captured “Banzai Hill,” as it came to be known, but at a 

terrible price. The well-fortified Germans reduced Company K to only seventeen riflemen, 

plus George and his three men. All officers had been killed. Other units had similar 

numbers of casualties. By the end of the day, the 442nd had been reduced to half its 

original strength.41 George would never forget the painful screams of the wounded or the 

dull “thud” of bullets as they struck human flesh.42

The following day, the Lost Battalion was saved. After all that had happened, the 

rescue was, for George, almost anti-climactic.43 The 141st soldiers were cold, hungry, and 

exhausted, but so were the Nisei. The two groups of Americans embraced each other 

when they met, and the Japanese Americans gladly shared their rations and cigarettes.

The men of the 141st Infantry Regiment would never forget the heroism and sacrifice of 

their 442nd saviors.

In an attempt to honor the valor of the Nisei soldiers, General Dahlquist held a 

dress review for the 442nd. After all of the Japanese Americans were lined up and standing 

at attention, Dahlquist turned to the Commanding Officer, Colonel Charles Pence, and 

said, “I asked that the entire regiment be present. Where are the rest of your men?” The 

Colonel, who had been wounded during the rescue, wearily replied, “Sir, you are looking 

at the entire regiment... this is all that is left... .”44 In the end, the 442nd suffered more
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than eight hundred casualties to rescue the 211 survivors of the Lost Battalion. The 

combat team, who had at one time numbered four thousand, had lost half of its men since 

joining the 36th Infantry Division.45

The day George rode out of the Vosges in a jeep was one of the best of his life.

The fighting he had been a part of was unlike anything he had ever experienced. He had

been shot at multiple times (sometimes getting the tree bark shorn off next to his head)

and had seen many men die.46 The horrifying experiences he shared with the other soldiers

made him appreciate the fragility of life and importance of comradery. For his bravery in

the Vosges, George was awarded a Bronze Star. His citation reads:

The rough terrain and thick underbrush made it necessary for him to work with the 
most forward elements, often within 50 yards of the cleverly camouflaged enemy 
positions. By his display of outstanding courage and cool efficiency while under 
the continuous enemy small arms and artillery fire, Sergeant Oiye gained the 
confidence and admiration of the supported infantry. His great vigor and initiative, 
combined with excellent judgment and knowledge of artillery technique aided 
materially in forcing the enemy to withdraw and enabled the attacking battalion to 
gain its objective.47

Sus Ito later reflected on George’s bravery: “Even under the most trying or 

dangerous circumstances, George showed little fear and didn’t shirk from any duties or 

assignments to which he was ordered. I never heard him complain of being asked to go 

forward as an artillery observer, and he made the best use of his training and outdoorsman 

background in the battlefield. His willingness to perform his duties inspired confidence in 

his crew of forward observers and his performance was generally recognized.”48 George 

had definitely proven himself as anything but an “enemy alien.” As he left the Vosges, he 

dreamed of returning to a simpler life in Montana. However, the war was still raging, and 

he was prepared to fight to the end with his Nisei comrades.

After the bitter fighting in the Vosges, the men of the 442nd were in much need of 

rest and replacements. They were given the duty of guarding the Franco-Italian border 

along a twelve-mile stretch of the Italian Riviera. The soldiers named this the
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“Champagne Campaign” because they were given passes to spend time at ocean resorts in 

popular cities like Nice and Menton. Although the unit was relatively immobile during this 

time, there was still a very real possibility of a German attack. As a result, the Nisei went 

on frequent patrols, created minefields, and skirmished periodically with the enemy. The 

artillerymen of the 522nd occupied several observation posts in the Maritime Alps along 

the Riviera. In order to ascend to their high altitude posts, the men had to ride sure

footed mules up the steep trails. George’s experience handling horses in Montana proved 

a valuable asset, as the mules could be very stubborn.49

It was during the “Champagne Campaign” that George experienced the most 

gratifying moment of his service in the war. While on patrol one day, he heard the boom 

of a large gun. Having heard rumors that there was a large German railroad cannon in the 

area, George went to investigate. After hearing the gun fire a second time, a large cloud 

of smoke could be seen coming out of a distant railroad tunnel. George determined that it 

was, indeed, the rumored cannon. He speculated that it was most likely being used to 

harass distant cities throughout the Riviera. Railway artillery, first used during World War 

I, were a highly mobile source of heavy weaponry. There were only about eighty guns of 

various models in German possession. The smallest was the 149.3mm, which weighed 

over seventy tons and could fire a ninety-five pound shell about fifteen miles. The largest, 

the 800mm, was over 106 feet in length and weighed more than a thousand tons. It could 

fire a four-ton round nearly twenty-five miles. Because of their size, railway cannons 

could be extremely devastating. One shell from the 800mm was said to have penetrated 

more than ninety feet into the ground before exploding.50

Since it was a clear day and George could see the smoke from its barrel, he was 

able to pinpoint the exact coordinates of the gun. He radioed the information to a pair of 

American cruisers a few miles off shore, who fired a single shot to see if they were on 

target. George told them that they were one hundred yards short and needed to readjust
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the coordinates. After doing so, the cruisers unleashed a barrage with their massive guns. 

The German cannon was knocked off the train tracks and rolled down the cliffs before 

disappearing into the sea.51

The Champagne Campaign ended in March, 1945. As before, there was heated 

argument about who would assume command of the hard-fighting Nisei. General Mark 

Clark of the Fifth Army and General Alexander Patch of the Seventh Army both wanted 

the support of the 442nd. As a compromise, the 522nd was assigned to Patch, and the 

remainder of the 442nd to Clark. The 442nd would return to Italy to help assault the Gothic 

Line, while George and his fellow artillerymen would turn north toward Germany.52

The men of the 522nd crossed into Germany on March 12. They moved extremely 

fast and were assigned to support several different units as they pushed deeper into Nazi 

territory. One of the first towns that the 522nd passed through was Kleinblittersdorf. The 

areas surrounding the town were full of shoe mines, so named because they exploded at 

ground level. It was so dark that artificial light had to be created by bouncing huge beams 

off of clouds. But even with the visibility this provided, the wooden shoe mines were 

undetectable. As George, who was once again acting as a forward observer, made his 

way through the mine field, an infantry soldier directly in front of him stepped on a mine. 

The man’s foot was tom almost completely off, hanging only by a thin strand of his 

Achilles tendon. He screamed in agony and grasped his genitals, convinced that they had 

been blown off. George, who had been knocked down by the blast, rushed to comfort the 

fallen soldier. After assuring him that it was his foot that was injured, George took out his 

knife and cut the remainder of the man’s foot off. He carried him back through the mine 

field to a medic and never saw him again.53

In late March, the 522nd assisted the 45th Division’s crossing of the Rhine River 

near the city of Worms. While in the area, George and three other soldiers were sent on 

patrol in search of enemy hold outs. George and the Battery Commander, Captain Gus
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Ratcliffe, split from the other two men and proceeded up a draw until they came upon 

what appeared to be a hunting lodge. The men decided that they would go around 

opposite sides of the house and make sure it was secure. They had barely split up when 

George spotted movement in the upstairs window. Soon, a German soldier appeared in 

the doorway with his hands up. As Captain Ratcliffe raised his rifle towards the man, the 

ammunition clip in his carbine fell to the ground. He fumbled to reload his gun while the 

German, who could have easily attacked, waited patiently with his hands raised. 

Meanwhile, George scanned the rest of the house. He spotted Germans in the windows 

and began firing his rifle. Within seconds, the hold-outs poured out of the house, hands 

raised, until there were seventeen of them lined up. The last German to come out decided 

to make a run for it. George aimed his carbine at the man’s rear and fired, bringing him 

down but sparing his life. “George was an excellent marksmen,” Ratcliffe later recalled.54 

The remaining Germans seemed bewildered that the seventeen of them had surrendered to 

only two men. George and Captain Ratcliffe triumphantly marched the prisoners back to 

headquarters.55

Even though the Germans were retreating deeper into their own territory, they 

were not giving up the fight. While in the vicinity of Worms, George and Sus Ito parked 

their jeep at a road junction and got out to look for potential targets. Suddenly, they 

heard the boom of artillery in the distance. As George peered in the direction of the 

sound, he saw something moving rapidly through the trees towards him. It was a 155mm 

shell. The two men dove into a ditch just as the shell struck the jeep. Miraculously, it 

glanced off the hood and did not explode.56

On two other occasions, George was nearly killed by German aircraft. One day, 

while sitting in a house eating lunch, an airplane battle broke out in the sky above. Before 

George could react, a stray 20mm exploding shell came through the roof of the house, 

spun around on the lunch table, and smacked into the wall. Its explosion would have
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Figure 6. A portion of the Germans captured by George and Captain Ratcliffe. 
(Courtesy of George Oiye)
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surely killed George, but the shell turned out to be a dud. On another day, George and a 

crew of artillerymen were looking for a place to position the howitzers when bullets began 

hitting all around them. They did not know what was happening until they heard a huge 

roar above them and saw a German jet pass over. As before, George walked away from 

the experience unscathed. After somehow surviving each near-death experience, George 

and the 522nd crossed the Danube River on April 26. The unit proceeded southeast 

toward Munich as resistance gradually decreased.57

As enemy lines were broken, scouting parties from the 522nd branched out in all 

directions in search of any remaining German soldiers. Forward observers like George 

rode in jeeps, sometimes several miles ahead of the infantry. As American forces 

approached Munich, German soldiers began to surrender in huge numbers. George and 

Captain Joseph James of Headquarters Battery came across an entire battalion of German 

troops marching down the road with their hands overhead. Not knowing what else to do, 

the two men told them to keep walking and then sped away.58

In covering such vast amounts of territory, forward observers of the 522nd became 

some of the first Americans to relieve the victims of the Holocaust after they stumbled 

upon the Dachau Concentration Camp and several of its associated subcamps. Established 

in 1933 on the site of an old armaments factory just north of Munich, Dachau received 

approximately two thousand prisoners annually until 1938. Following Hitler’s 

implementation of the Final Solution, main-camp Dachau was expanded to one square 

kilometer and took in more than fifteen thousand prisoners (mostly Jews) per year. As a 

concentration camp, Dachau’s purpose was to provide labor to meet the war demands of 

the Nazis. Dozens of satellite camps (subcamps) around the main complex provided 

workers for factories throughout the area. Many were executed, while others died from 

“extermination through work”: they perished from malnutrition, exhaustion, exposure, and

disease. At the time of the camp’s liberation on April 29, 1945, 32,000 prisoners were left
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at Dachau, with two hundred dying each day.59

Forward observers of the 522nd came into with various subcamps of Dachau on 

April 29. However, Captain Jack Andrews of B Battery, a friend of George’s, was 

rumored to have been the first soldier to enter the crematorium at the main camp. He 

showed George grotesque pictures that he had taken around the area. In one photograph, 

a naked prisoner was spreadeagled with his hands and feet bound. A large weight was 

tied around his genitals, stretching them to the ground. Captain Andrews also showed 

George lampshades and women’s handbags that were made of soft, human leather.60

On one of the first days of May, George was on patrol with several other soldiers 

when they discovered strange lumps in the snow. As they uncovered them, they realized 

that the frozen mounds were actually the emaciated bodies of over a hundred people 

clothed in striped prison uniforms. Those in the subcamp that were still alive were 

starving, so George and the other soldiers offered them what little food they had. Some 

prisoners fought over the Nisei's discarded cigarette butts. Others stripped rotten meat 

from dead livestock and ate it raw. As George took everything in, he could not help but 

feel a certain degree of guilt for what had happened. Mankind had transgressed to such a 

degree that he was ashamed to be human.61

Since the men of the 522nd were moving so quickly and were dispersed in all 

directions, there is little record of their whereabouts. While it is not completely clear if 

members of the 522nd were at Dachau’s main camp, the Nisei soldiers were definitely 

liberators of several subcamps.62 This is proven through the reminiscence of several 

Holocaust survivors. Josef Erbs, a Romanian Jew, was eighteen years old and weighed 

only seventy-six pounds when he was picked up by “a young Asian man” and carried to a 

hospital.63 Inmate Yanina Cywinska was blindfolded and awaiting execution when a short 

Japanese man rescued her: “... the shot [from the German] didn’t come ... suddenly 

someone was tugging at my blindfold. I saw him and I thought, ‘Oh, now the Japanese
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Figure 7. Victims of the Holocaust that George photographed. (Courtesy of Headwaters 
Heritage Museum, Three Forks, MT)
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are going to kill us.’ He tried to convince me that he was an American ... finally he 

landed on his knees, crying, with his hands over his face, and he said, ‘You are free now. 

We are American Japanese. You are free.’”64

The Germans officially surrendered to the Allies on May 8, 1945. During the 

occupation that followed, George was appointed to a brief position as “mayor” of a small 

town. One of his primary responsibilities was to prevent displaced persons, mainly former 

inmates of the camps, from inflicting violence on German citizens. However, he soon 

found it difficult to stifle the acts of revenge. Former inmates would construct crude 

weapons out of anything they could find. One evening, George remembered hearing a 

terrible scream from a nearby house. He rushed to the scene but was too late. He found 

an entire German family murdered.65

The displaced persons were eventually released to the Red Cross or sent home, so 

George and his comrades, after months of toil, were finally able to relax: “Our lives 

consisted of watching all the girls go by ... playing with kids, going on tours of Europe, 

going deer hunting, drinking beer ... playing chess or sports, and going to school.”66 By 

fall, George was ready to go home. Around Thanksgiving, a portion of the 522nd, 

including George, left Germany for France. From there, they departed for New York. 

Although this journey would not be hampered by the dreaded U-boats, the seas of the 

Atlantic were extremely rough. On a blustery Christmas Day, the anchor of the ship broke 

lose and tore a hole in the deck. George had an uneasy feeling that his luck was finally 

running out. Nevertheless, on January 1, 1946, the ship sailed into New York harbor and 

under the Statue of Liberty. One Nisei, overcome with joy, tossed fistfuls of his gambling 

winnings into the air. George, too, was glad to be home.67
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CHAPTER 4

THE LEGACY

After being mustered out of the Army at Camp Kilmer, New Jersey, on January 4, 

1946, George proceeded to Camp McCoy, Wisconsin, where he was officially 

discharged.1 Before heading home to Montana, George made a brief stopover in Chicago 

to visit Peggy and her family, who had been released from Manzanar before the end of the 

war. They had been allowed to leave after meeting two requirements. First, Peggy’s 

husband had to fill out a loyalty questionnaire that asked him to swear allegiance to the 

United States and denounce the Japanese emperor. He also had to have some means of 

employment lined up (in a place away from the coast) before they could leave. Having 

had experience in tailoring, Peggy’s husband secured a job at a dry-cleaning business. The 

family began a new life in Chicago and did not return to California.2

After spending a few weeks in Chicago, George made his way back to Montana.

He started school again, hoping to pick up where he had left off in 1943. However, like 

many combat veterans, he found it difficult to readjust to life as a civilian. After suffering 

what he called a “nervous breakdown,” George decided to put off college for a while.3 He 

worked as a farmer and railroad hand, doing the same kinds of jobs that his father had 

done more than twenty years before. The work eased his mind and helped him get back in 

touch with his roots. After doing some soul-searching, he was able to move on with his 

life. George left Montana in 1947 and spent a brief time in Arizona before moving to 

California in 1948. He went to school at the California Aero Tech Institute in Glendale 

and, after graduating, entered the aeronautics field. In 1951, George married Mary Sumie 

Toyoda, a Japanese-American woman from Santa Ana. The following year, the couple
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moved to Montana to help care for George’s sister, Anita, who had been diagnosed with 

inoperable stomach cancer. She passed away in 1953. Tom and Taka continued to 

operate their farm in Logan and eventually became legal United States citizens in 1952 

after the Immigration Act was repealed. Tom passed away in 1976 and Taka followed in 

1983. The perseverance and courage that they exhibited during their journey from the 

island of Kyushu to the rugged landscape of Montana remained steadfast throughout their 

lives.4

After Anita’s death, George and Mary returned to California, where they 

established careers and raised two children, Thomas and Nancy. George continued 

working in the aeronautics industry and eventually entered the high-tech fields of 

aerospace and laser engineering before retiring in 1998 at the age of 76. Currently, the 

couple resides in San Jose. Although life in urban California is very different from the 

environment he grew up in, George claims to have a “salmon’s instinct” that draws him 

back to the Missouri Headwaters almost every year. He maintains close contact with 

many of the people he grew up with and returns most summers to fish the rivers of his 

youth.5

The men of the 442nd proved to the entire world that Americans of Japanese 

ancestry were diligent, committed, and above all, loyal. An examination of their service 

record speaks for itself. Having served in seven major campaigns, the combat team 

suffered 9,486 casualties (roughly three times the original strength of the unit). The Nisei 

earned more than 18,000 individual decorations, including 5,000 Bronze Stars, 600 Silver 

Stars, fifty-two Distinguished Service Crosses, one Distinguished Service Medal, and one 

Congressional Medal of Honor. In addition, the 442nd received forty-three Division 

Commendations, thirteen Army Commendations, and seven Presidential Distinguished 

Unit Citations.6 In the entire course of American history, no unit of its size was more
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highly decorated. Because of the 442nd’s distinguished record, many Americans came to 

question and eventually denounce the decision to intern Japanese Americans. “Our 

treatment of the Nisei is a shameful chapter in our national history,” said California 

Congressman Charles H. Wilson in 1963. “I think we can say with truth that it was the 

Japanese American fighting men that proved to our government of that day the loyalty and 

patriotism of the Nisei.”1

Although there has never been a resurgence of large-scale racism directed toward 

Japanese Americans, there are still those who refuse to shed their bigotry. The yoke of 

racism has proved to be a burden that has never fully been lifted. Following the war, some 

people began to ask questions about the American military’s war-time treatment of the 

442nd. For instance, why had the 100th Battalion not been allowed to be the first unit to 

enter Rome? Why was General Dahlquist willing to sacrifice so many Japanese-American 

soldiers (roughly four of them for every white soldier saved) in the rescue of the Lost 

Battalion? Why did only one Nisei soldier, despite uncountable acts of bravery among the 

men of the 442nd, receive the Medal of Honor?8 There are many more questions like 

these, and the answers are continually debated.

Even after the war, when Japan was defeated and lay in ruin, many Americans 

continued to equate Japanese Americans with the enemy. In Santa Ana, California, the 

family members of a Nisei soldier who had died honorably in action were driven out of 

their former community when they attempted to return after the war. In Hood River, 

Oregon, the local American Legion removed the names of sixteen Nisei from the Honor 

Roll in front of the city hall.9 Instances of racism also occurred in post-war Montana. 

George recalled a time when, shortly after returning from Europe, he asked a woman 

working at a gas station if he could use the phone. A few minutes later, he was 

handcuffed and in the back of a police car. The woman, who had called the police, told 

the officers that George had seemed “suspicious.”10 Even with the sacrifices that Japanese
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Americans made during World War II, many Americans refused to shed their racist 

sentiments.

Besides those who reject the significance of the Nisei soldiers, there are many 

people who are simply unaware of the 442nd’s existence. Because of this, the sharing of 

the 442nd story is immensely important. For years, George has worked to preserve the 

legacy of the Japanese-American soldiers. He has subjected himself to numerous 

interviews, given a multitude of lectures and speeches, and played a key role in the writing 

of the 522nd’s history, Fire for Effect. He has also helped organize and participate in a 

variety of trips for groups of 442nd veterans. They have visited places like Bruyeres, 

where the people still treat them with sincere admiration; Texas, where they reminisce 

with members of the Lost Battalion; and Jerusalem, where they are warmly welcomed by 

survivors of the Dachau camps. These trips are often well-documented by the media, 

helping to spread the story of the 442nd."

In his efforts, George does not simply wish to hail the 442nd’s achievements. 

Rather, his goal is to ensure that an accurate portrayal of the combat team is presented, 

free from historical revision. “There are lots of untrue stories, even in history books,” he 

once said. “If you hear a story often enough, you believe it.”12 George is especially 

concerned by the claims of “certain factions” that the Nisei soldiers did not participate in 

the liberation of the Dachau camp system. The controversy is particularly intense when it 

comes to the issue of which units liberated Dachau’s main-camp. George admits that 

various Army groups were involved in the liberation of the main-camp, but firmly believes 

that elements of the 522nd were the first to open the crematorium. The soldiers involved in 

that undertaking described the dimensions, location, and contents of the crematorium very 

accurately when interviewed. Still, there are many who question the validity of the story, 

claiming that the crematorium the Nisei liberated was actually at Horgau, one of Dachau’s 

many subcamps.13 However, an interview with Dr. Geoffrey Megargee, a top researcher
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8

Figure 8. George speaking in Jerusalem, 1992. (Courtesy of George Oiye)

9

Figure 9. George {bottom left) and Sus Ito {top left) at a veterans reunion in 2002. 
(Courtesy of George Oiye)
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for the Center of Advanced Holocaust Studies at the United States Holocaust Memorial 

Museum, put that assumption to rest: “there was no crematorium at Horgau,” he replied.14

Since testimonies of soldiers from various units, as well as those of inmates, are 

often conflicting or ambiguous, it is difficult to say for sure if the 522nd men were indeed at 

main-camp Dachau. It is certain, however, that they liberated several subcamps and thus 

played a crucial role in the lives of many Holocaust victims. In the broader picture of the 

Holocaust, George realizes that the story of the liberators is of secondary importance.

The atrocities inflicted upon the victims and the stories they have to share are of greater 

significance. George shares his story as a Dachau liberator to ensure that the reality of the 

Holocaust is never forgotten or distorted. The claims that men of the 522nd were not 

liberators are just some of the falsifications that pave the way for outright denial. George 

realized just how important it was to share the story of the Holocaust while on a return 

trip to Dachau in 1998 with other 522nd veterans. The story of the veterans’ trip was 

being covered by an American newswoman who hired a group of German college students 

from the city of Dachau for her camera crew. When George tried to discuss the history of 

the camps with them, they stared at him in bewilderment. They had never heard the 

stories. Older locals that George talked to would not admit to the existence of the camps.

It was an eye-opening experience: “It’s interesting how distorted things can become ... 

denial will change history into something it wasn’t.”15

The Nisei experience with the Holocaust is but one component of the 442nd story 

that needs to be preserved through the continued sharing of oral history. At a veterans 

reunion in 1990, George spoke to his Japanese-American comrades about the importance 

of telling their story: “I don’t think any of us fully recognized the significance of the 

100th/442nd’s experiences at the time. Our children and grandchildren are going to hear 

things they haven’t heard before, and I’m sure many questions will be raised. And that’s 

good. Because they ought to know.”16
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George’s commitment to preserving the history of the Nisei soldiers is a direct 

result of the identity he developed during the war. The young boy who had spent his life 

trying to shed his origins emerged from the war with a new sense of dignity. For the first 

time, he embraced his ancestry and sought his destiny as both an American and a Nisei. 

Had it not been for his experience in the war, George admitted that he probably would 

have never become a part of the Japanese-American community: “If I hadn’t been in an 

all-Japanese American unit, nobody would have known me but Montanans.”17

A crucial component of George’s ancestral acceptance was the lasting friendships 

that he developed with the Japanese Americans with whom he served, both from Hawaii 

and the mainland. To this day, Sus Ito (who went on to become an esteemed professor at 

Harvard Medical School) remains his closest and most trusted friend. George once wrote 

about his friendship with Sus: “When one shares a foxhole and shelter-half with a buddy 

every day for 1-1/2 years, a strong bond, camaraderie, esprit de corps, and loyalty weld 

the two spirits into one, such that 55 years later the same oneness still continues.”18 

Regarding his relationship with George, Sus Ito believes that “ ... experiencing combat as 

we did and surviving intact had a bonding effect that soldiers retain for life. It is stronger 

than many other kinds of human association-and in many respects more powerful than 

that of kinship or even marriage and family. I feel that there is a tremendous admiration 

and respect for each other that has even gotten stronger with the passing of the years.”19 

The close-knit relationship that developed between the two men at Camp Shelby proved 

to be a crucial turning point in George’s life. For him, it was the beginning of a new 

epoch, one in which he would finally understand the richness and importance of his ethnic 

heritage. Today, he proudly considers himself a Japanese American.
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CONCLUSION: AN AMERICAN LIFE

The story of George Oiye is but one of many that can effectively illustrate the 

importance of the 442nd Regimental Combat Team. Why, then, is his individual story 

significant? Perhaps it is enough to say that his bravery and contributions in combat 

deserve our respect and admiration. His story, like those of many other Nisei, redefines 

the stereotypical image of the American soldier and tells us something about the honor and 

resilience of Japanese Americans during such a tumultuous time in American history.1 But 

there is an even greater significance to George’s story. His life, in many ways, reminds us 

of what it means to be “American.” George spent the years of his youth believing that he 

had to look and act a certain way in order to fit in to society. It was his experiences with 

the 442nd that finally put those ideas to rest. As he watched other Nisei soldiers die 

valiantly on the battlefields of Europe, he realized that being an American depended not on 

race or culture, but on love. Indeed, as they faced adversity on all fronts, it was the 

Nisei's undying love for their country that made them some of the greatest Americans in 

history. George Oiye proved to be no exception.

At the present age of eighty-one, George lives quietly with his wife and faces each 

day as it comes. Almost sixty years after the war, he continues to maintain his “go for 

broke” spirit. George lives each moment of every day as fully as possible, not knowing 

what tomorrow will bring. Having battled discrimination, Nazis, and a bout with stomach 

cancer in the 1970s, George modestly claims that his proudest achievement in life is “just 

having been able to make it this far.”2 Indeed, the life journey that George began in a 

cabin along the Continental Divide led him over mountains, across oceans, and into new 

worlds that he never knew existed. Hopefully, when George’s journey comes to an end,
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he will have a final resting spot in the hearts of all who know his courageous story.
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♦

10

Figure 10. George at the site of his birth, 1986. (Courtesy of George Oiye)
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Notes

1. The post-war history of Japanese Americans has proven their resilience. They have 
surpassed Euro-Americans in percentages of both college graduates and middle-class 
families. See Roger Daniels and Harry Kitano, American Racism: Exploration of the 
Nature of Prejudice (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1970), 80.

2. Oiye interview, 2002.
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